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Over the past few years and for the first time in its history, the Cooperative has had excess cash
that can be considered for investment for the benefit of the Cooperative, its shareholders and
stakeholder community. This is as a result of:

1) Excellent Operations Management,
2) Increased Share sales, and
3) Forgiven PPP loans.

Reflecting two differing cash needs of the Co-Op, two Funds with different objectives and time
horizons will be established- The Operations Fund and the Non-Operating Fund.

Below details the Purpose and scope, uses, investment objectives and asset allocation
guidelines for the Non-Operating Fund

Purpose and Scope
The Non-Operating Fund is intended to support future capital investments in fixed assets to
support the Strategic Plan of the Cooperative. Examples of these investments include but are
not limited to:

● Infrastructure to support the skiing experience,
● The preservation of General Stark Mountain, and
● Other capital investments as the Board and Management may see fit to support

the long term viability of the Cooperative.

Uses:
The Non-Operating Fund shall be used to support investments in property, plant, and
equipment. This includes fixed assets (property, plant and equipment), such as buildings,
infrastructure, furniture, land, and machinery, that are expected to be used for more than a year
(depreciable). This fund will be used to support the Cooperative’s Capital Improvement Plan.

Investment Objectives
● To preserve capital
● To provide sufficient liquidity to meet anticipated cash flow needs for planned

investments in property, plant and equipment;
● To provide matching funds as needed to enhance other potential sources of investment

capital or other grants
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● To maximize the return on investments subject to the guidelines set forth in an

investment policy.

Asset Allocation
The fund requires capital preservation therefore the asset allocation must focus on Asset
classes with no historical principal risks. Additionally, it is the desire of the Cooperative to seek
diversification in their investments and counterparties.

Eligible Investments
The Fund will be eligible to invest in the following:

- US Government Obligations, backed by the “Full Faith and Credit” of the United States
such as Treasury Notes and Bills

- Certificates of Deposit with Banks
- Money Market Mutual Funds which invest in Short Term US Government Securities

Alternative Asset Classes- The Fund is prohibited from investing directly in commodities,
currencies and other alternative asset classes including hedge funds, private equity, venture
capital, private real estate, leverage/buying on margin, derivatives, short sales, and other illiquid
or nonconforming asset classes that have capital preservation risk in excess of the eligible
options noted above.

Selection of Investment Vehicles
Management of the Cooperative shall work with its banking relationships to investigate
investment options that meet the investment objectives, asset allocation and time horizon.
Those selections shall be reviewed periodically with the Cooperative Board of Trustees
(“Board”) via the Finance Committee (“Committee”) report presented by the Treasurer of the
Board.

Investment Time Horizon
As this fund is meant to cover the capital needs of the Cooperative, the time horizon should be
tied to the Cooperative’s long term capital improvement plan, which should include estimates
that might utilize grants, as developed by Management and approved by the Board.  Given the
cyclical nature of long term investments, Management shall determine the required duration for
investment options based on their capital forecast. This recommendation should be presented
to the Board. Once the Board approves of that duration, management can execute on the
approach with its banking relationships or any selected investment managers.
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